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1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of asymptotic behavior of nonlinear systems has been a very active area in pure 
and applied mathematics. Many results have been adapted to difference equations, ordinary 
differential equations, partial differential equations, and delay differential equations. Various 
interesting results on the existence of invariant sets and attracting sets, and estimates on the 
basin of attract ion have been reported (see, for instance, [1-9]). However, not much has been 
developed in the direction of giving criteria on the existence of invariant sets and attract ing sets 
for the difference equations despite significant advances in the stability, oscillation theory, and 
abstract results on the asymptotic behavior for the equations (see [10 13]). Hence, techniques 
and methods for invariant set and attracting set determination should be developed and explored. 
This paper presents one such method which is applied to nonlinear discrete systems with infinite 
delays. The method yields conditions for determining the invariant sets, attract ing sets, and 
basin of attraction. 
2. NOTATION AND SYSTEM DESCRIPT ION 
Throughout  his paper, the inequality "_<" between matrices or vectors such as A _< B means 
that  each pair of corresponding elements of A and B satisfies this inequality. R~_ means a set 
R~ = {x tx  E R~,x  .>_ 0}. Let ft C R n be an open set and ft + = {x Ix  E f~ n R~_}. Z and Z + 
denote the integer set and the nonnegative integer set, respectively. Z [~'b] - {a,a + 1 , . . . ,  b}, 
where a < b and a, b are integers. 
Define [.]+ as the vector (or matrix) obtained by replacing the entries of [.] by its modulus (or 
absolute values for real entries). 
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C (C~) denotes the set of all functions ¢ : Z [-''°1 - -+/~ (t~), r is a nonnegative integer or oc. 
For any ¢ = [¢ i , . . . ,4n]  T E C, we define 
[4] + = [l[¢lH~,..., HCnlld T, IP¢~II~- = sup Iq~i(s)[, i = 1 , . . . ,n .  (1) 
-r<s<0 
It is obvious that [4] + = [qS(0)] + when r" = 0. 
We consider the following functional difference quation: 
x(m + 1) = f (m,  x,,) ,  m E Z, (2) 
wherex  E R n, f : Zx  C--*  R n. For m E Z +, le t  Xm = [Xlm,.. . ,Xnm] T denote a translation 
of the restriction of x(m) to the set Z [-r'°], more specifically, Xm is an element of C defined 
by x.,,(s) = x (m+s) ,  - r  <_ s < 0. For' m0 E Z + and any ¢ E C, a solution of (2) is a 
function z : Z -~ R n satisfying (2) for m > m0 and the following initial condition: 
x(.O = ¢( -0  for .~ c ['~o - ~','~o]. (a) 
We always assume that (2) with (3) has a solution denoted by x(.m, too, ~b) or simply x(m) if no 
confusion should arise. 
DEFINITION 1. 
(a) A set D C C is called to be positive invariant for the solutions of (2) if for any 4 E D, 
x(m, mo,¢) c_ D, Vm >_ too. (4) 
(b) A set D~ c C is called to be attracting for the solutions of (2) if D~ possesses an open 
neighborhood D2 such that for any ¢ E D2, 
dist(x(m, m0, 4), Di)  -~ 0 as m --+ oc, (5) 
where dist(x, Di)  = infv~z)~ d(z, y), and d(x, y) is the distance of z to y. The open set D2 
is eai1ed to be a basin of attraction of D1. 
Especially, D~ = {0} is called to be asymptotically stable if it satisfies (b) and D2 in (b) 
satisfies (a). In this case, D2 is called to be the domain of attraction (see [13]). 
The symbol p(A) denotes the spectral radius of a square matrix A. 
DEFINITION 2. Let f~ C R ~, P(x) : t2 ~ R n. I f  for any x', x" E f~, x' < x" implies P(x')  <_ 
P(z") ,  then the vector function P(z)  is called to be monotonically nondeereasing in f~. 
3. MAIN  RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Assume that there is an axisynmletrically convex region f~ C R n such that 
[f(m,x.~)] + <_ P ([:~m]+) , Vx E f~, (6) 
where 'r > 0 and P(s) : f~+ --+ Rr~ is continuous and nlonotonically nondecreasing in Q+. Suppose 
further that there is region ~* C f] such that 
A ([x]+) ~ P ([x] +) - [x] + _< 0, Va: E a*. (7) 
Then, for any ~* ~ ~*, the set D = {¢ ~ Ca I [¢]+ -< [x*]+} is positive invariant set of (2). 
PROOF. For any z* E t2*, we will prove that for any ¢ E Ca, when [4] + < [z*] +, 
[~(~)]+ <_ [x*] + , v~ >_ -/o. (s) 
If (8) is not true, there must be an rn,* > m0 and some i such that 
• * (9) I:,., (m* + 1)1 > I:';~ I, [.~.(,~)]+ < [:~*]+, Vm _< .,~*. 
Thus, by the axisymmetry and convexity of f~, [x,~] + c t2 + (Vm _< m*). Using condition (6), 
and noting the monotonicity of P in t2 + and A([x*] +) < 0, we obtain 
Ix(m* +1)]  + < P ( [x* ]+)  =A( [z* ]+)+[x* ]  + <Ix*]  +,  (10) 
which contradicts the first inequality in (9). So (8) is true. 
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THEOREM 2. Let N = {1,2 , . . .  ,rt}, Ai be the i t.` component of A, ~* -- {x C t~+ I A (x )  < 0}, 
and 
r~, -- U {x ~ n + I~. <_~.*}, a~ = U {:~: ~ g*+ I A'(:h < o}. (11) 
x*  6~Q* ~6N 
If, in addition to condition (6) in Theorem 1, r = r('m,) > 0 and l ira . . . . .  (m - r(nz))  = ,yc. then 
the set D1 = {~5 E Cf~ I [gb]r+" E ~1 -- ~2} iS all attractineg set Of (2) and the set D~ = {6 ~ C q I 
[~]+ C f~ } is a basin of attraction of D1, where ~1 - ~2 is the complement of ~2 in (~. 
PRoof .  P rom Theorem 1, for any 6 ~ D~, there is a lways x* ~ f}* such that  
\'Ve now prove that  
[ :4, ,0]  + _< [:r*] + , v.,,,, > ,-,,0. (12) 
I f  it is not  true,  f rom (12), there  is a constant  vector  (7 C f~2 N f~t such that  
lira Ix(m)] + = o. (14) 
rr/,---+ Oo 
By the def in i t ion of super ior  l imit,  there  are ink, k = 1, 2 . . . .  , such that  
lira i :4 , ,~) ]  + = o. (15) 
Combin ing  (6) w i th  (2), we obta in  
[,(~,~.)1 + _< p ([:~m~]+), va- = 12  . . . . .  (16) 
• [x,,~],: = or. Then,  f rom (15), (16) and ~ E g22, Since l im . . . . .  (m- r (m))  = ao. we have l imk-oo  ' * 
we have 
_< P(~)  = A(4  + ~ o~. < _< Zx~(~) + ~ < ~,,  for ~ome 'i, ( l r )  
which is a contrad ic t ion .  Therefore,  cr E f~l - Q2 and the proof  is completed.  
When P (0)  = 0, {0} is an equ i l ibr ium of system (2). f rom Theorems 1 and 2. we can easi ly  
get the  fol lowing corol lary.  
COROLLARY 1. I f  condition (6) with P(0)  = 0 holds and there is a region 9<~ including the origin 
of coordinates uch that 
e ( [4  +) - [:4 + < 0, V:~: ~ ~:~ - {0}, (18) 
then equation (2) has  zero solution and the zero solution is asymptotically stable and D = {~5 c 
C q I [6] + ~ f~+ } is' a basin of  attraction of the origin of" coordinates. 
COROLLARY 2. Assume that there are nonnegative matrix P and vector Q E R~ such that 
[ f (m,  xm)] + < " + R 'z. _ P[x,,,].,.. + Q), Vx  ~ (19) 
I f  a (e )  < 1, the,, S = {~ ~ C I [4  + -< (Z - P ) - '0}  i~ a glol,al attracting set of (2). 
Paoo>' .  F rom [6, Theorem 9.16] and p(P) < 1, there  is a vector  l'V0 _> 0 such that  (I P)I.I')~ > O. 
For  a given 6 C C, thexe is a large enough number  9 such that  
[qS] + < [a:*] + ~ '~l{~, and ( I  - P)[:r*] + > O, i.e., A ([x*] +) < 0. (20) 
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From Theorenls 1 and 2. the set D = {(/5 e C ] [4)] + < [x*] +} is positive invari~mt and attracting 
set, of (2). This implies that there is a constant (7 > 0 such that 
lira [x('m)] + cr, (21) 
an(l there are m#, k 1 ,2 , . . . ,  such that 
Um [,'~:(,,0] + = (7. (22) 
/r ---+ c<~ 
Combining (19) with (2), we obtain 
[:~.,(,,,,~.)]+ < ,, + 1, 2 . . . . .  (2s) P[.<., ,] , .  + c?, v/~: = 
Then, from (22), we have 
_< P~ + O. (24) 
Again using Theorem 9.16 in [6], we have (I - P ) -1  _> 0 and 
,7 <_ (I - P ) -~O.  (25) 
This implies that S attr~mts the solution x(m,, m0, (b) through (m.0, ¢). From tile arbitrariness 
of ¢~ C (7, the 1)roof is completed. 
Let I[ • 1[ be a norm of/~/~. By using the same argument similar to the I)roof of Theorems 1 
and 2. we can get the following theorem. 
T III!;()I~ILM 3. Ass~lllle ttlgtt tller(~ is all axisymmetrically convex region ~ C R ~' such that 
I I , t( . , . , : , : . ,) l l  <- -:(11:~:,. I1,-), v:~: ~ 9.  (26) 
whtu'c (l(.s) : I~ + ~ R + i,s continuous and n]OliOtonically nondeereasing in R +. If" there are  
coustants 0"1,2.2 ~ 12+ with % < 72 such that 
A(') ' )  (~"(")") -- "7 "~ O, Vo' ~ ()'1 , ' /2) ,  (27) 
th,,n, the set /) {~,U ~ C I !l('ll,' < %} is an attracting set of (2) and the set D = {0 E C t 
[[c5}1, < 72} is a basin of attraction olD_. 
4. EXAMPLES 
N" EXAMPLE 1. Con, ~(ler the nonlinear difference quation with delay 
1 
:r(m + 1) ; : r2 (m-  T(m,)) sin x(m -- r(m,)) 4- cosx(m -- r (m)) ,  x ~ R, (28) 
where r : Z + -~ Z [°'''] a.nd r is a nonnegative integer. 
It is obvious that A(:r) = (1/8):~'2 _ .r + 1 (z - 4 - 2~/2)(:r 4 4- 2x/2). Then, from 
Wheo,(,H~ S. the se> D = {0 ~ C I II(;01[,, < 4 2,25} is an attracting set of (28) and the 
~<>t 27 : {<,,, ~ c ! t[011, < 4 + 2~} is ~ basin of attraction of D. 
EXAMPLE '2. Consider the nonlinear difference system with delays (see [13, p. 160]) 
1 ) :,:.~ (m, T2) A 
;t; I (1,", 4- 1)  = J::~(}'/),) 4- ~ :E 1 ( 'H, - -  7-1 --  f [  (:L'i,;q), 
(29) 
,, 1 :,:~(.,, 7~) ~ 1 :,:;(,,,,):~:e(,,,,- ~:~) + ~ = f',(:,:,,,,), : r~(m + i) = ,j 
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whereq (i = l,..., 4) are nonnegative integers and max1S1<4 {q> = r. We can easily get that 
for x E R2, 
Then, condition (6) is satisfied and 
-z’: 1 + 1 qlc; 
P(z) = [ “i 18 : 
- xfxz + 
1 
- 53 
9 2 
I
1 
A(x) = 
I:1 I 
- zf + E z:,z; - ICI 
1 2 1 - 2152 + - x; - 
2 9 
x2 
= 
We choose & = {x ( (l/2) z$ + (l/9) ~2” < 1). It is obvious that 
n ([xl+) < 0, vx E (cl, - (0)). (31) 
By Corollary 1, we obtain that the equilibrium 0 of (29) is asymptotically stable and its domain 
of attraction is 
Dz = 
i 
4 E C I ; II~III~ + ; 116~11~ < 1 
I 
In 1999, Xu et al. [13] obtained a domain of attraction of (29) as follows: 
We easily see that R(D*) c R(Dg), where R(D) is the range of q5 E D, and Corollary 1 brings 
out domain of attraction which could not be obtained by the results of Xu et al. 1131. 
5. CONCLUSION 
New sufficient conditions for the attracting set and basin of attraction of the nonlinear discrete 
system with infinite delays has been given. If the attracting set is an equilibrium, the basin of 
attraction becomes the domain of attraction of asymptotic stability of the system. The att.racting 
set and basin of attraction of two numerical examples are given and it is known that our main 
results bring out domain of attraction which could not be obtained by our recent results [13]. 
Future work will consider extending the sufficient condit,ion to the nonlinear continuous system 
with delays. 
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